
 

 The stage is set for the 2010 Division III
national tournament and three former CT
high school standouts will be vying for a place
on the podium when the tournament kicks off
today.

Corey Paulish (Williams College, 149) of
Ridgefield, Frank Camissa (Bridgewater State,
157) of Danbury and Brennan Ward (Johnson
and Wales, 184) of Waterford each qualified
for the national tournament out of the NEWA.

Paulish received a wildcard bid to nationals
after finishing third at NEWA's this year and
fourth in the nation at 141 in 2009. He is
unseeded in the tournament and will face
top-seeded Blaine Woszczak of Ithaca
College in his first match.

Paulish faced Woszczak earlier in the year,
dropping a 5-4 decision at the Spartan
Invitational in December and, according to
D3wrestle.com, "has a chance to knock off
the top seed." A smart, tough wrestler,

 especially on top, Paulish has what it takes to
make the medal round again this year.

Cammissa makes his fourth trip to nationals
this year and is looking for his first
appearance on the podium. He earned the
eighth seed after winning NEWA's and has a
solid shot to place; according to D3wrestle.
com, he has a "winnable first round" match
and "a pretty good road back through the
consolation round if he falls in the quarters."

Cammissa will face NYU's Matt Magill in the
round of 16 and #1-seed Jesse Harrington of
Delaware Valley in the quarterfinals.

Ward is also seeded eighth after his
dominant run through NEWA's. He is 37-3 on
the year and needs just one win to make the
medal round. His first match will be with
either Trine's Nicholas Kraus or Coe's Tyler
Burkle.

Should he win, he will be in the semifinals. If
he falters, he will likely face either Nick
Barclay of Luther or Josh Wake of Oneonta
State for a place on the podium. Warde
defeated Wake earlier in the season,
according to D3wrestle.com.

At the Division-II level, former Ledyard star
TJ Hepburn, now wrestling for Nebraska-
Kearney, qualified for nationals after placing
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 second at the Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference (RMAC) championships on Feb 27.

He was upset in the finals by Louie DeSantis
of Colorado State-Pueblo, whom he defeated
earlier in the year. Hepburn takes a 39-8
record and ranking of fourth in DII into the
national tournament, scheduled for March
12-13.

Complete coverage, including videos and
round-by-round analysis, of the DIII national
tournament can at D3.wrestle.com, and
brackets can be found here. More information
about Hepburn can be found at the University
of Nebraska-Kearney's wrestling page, and
brackets for next week's DII nationals can be
found here.
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